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Each strip of paper contains one of the “lexical sets”
that John Wells has proposed for studying the sounds
of English.

Sort the strips into groups depending on which vowel
sound you think would be used when pronouncing the
word in “Received Pronunciation”:
short vowels and weak vowels
closing diphthongs (moving towards /ɪ/ or /ʊ/)
centering diphthongs (moving towards /ə/)
long pure vowels.

You have four vowel diagrams to work with. Each one
contains all the “cardinal vowels”, labelled with stan-
dard IPA symbols. Use the diagrams to arrange the ex-
amples of short vowels and weak vowels, closing diph-
thongs, centering diphthongs, and long pure vowels
according to what (i.e., where) you think their sound
should be.
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